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More than a quarter of young Russians have never heard of the fall of the Berlin Wall three
decades ago, the independent Levada Center pollster said ahead of its 30th anniversary.

The Berlin Wall divided the German city’s Soviet-occupied eastern sector from American,
British and French-occupied West Berlin when it was built in 1961. Communist East Germany
tore the wall down 28 years later on Nov. 9, 1989, amid pressure from mass demonstrations in
East Berlin and reforms in the Soviet Union.

Related article: A Russian View on the Fall of the Berlin Wall, 30 Years On

Twenty-eight percent of Russian respondents aged 18-24 said they’re hearing about the fall
of the Berlin Wall for the first time, according to Levada’s results published Friday. Nineteen
percent of respondents aged 25-39 had the same answer.

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2024/05/09/a-russian-view-on-the-fall-of-the-berlin-wall-30-years-on
https://www.levada.ru/2019/11/08/padenie-berlinskoj-steny/


Across all age groups, the share of Russians who had never heard of the fall of the Berlin Wall
totaled 12%. The remaining 88% said they had detailed or general knowledge of the event.

“Historical knowledge is dwindling and is being replaced with mythology,” senior Carnegie
Moscow Center fellow Andrei Kolesnikov wrote in The Moscow Times on Thursday.

A majority of 18- to 24-year-olds (54%) told Levada they “don’t care” about the fall of the
Berlin Wall, compared to 32% who viewed it positively. 

Across all age groups, 43% held positive views of the event versus 13% who viewed it
negatively, while 35% said they don't care.

“[Russian respondents] are increasingly struggling to answer when asked about the
significance of the event,” Kolesnikov wrote in The Moscow Times op-ed.

Levada conducted the survey among 1,616 respondents in 50 Russian regions on Oct. 24-30.
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